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ABSTRACT
In this work, we investigate techniques to monitize user activity on public forums, marketplaces and groups on social
network sites. Our approach involves (a) identifying the
monetization potential of user posts and (b) eliminating offtopic content in monetizable posts to use the most relevant
keywords for advertising. Our first user study involving 30
users and data from MySpace and Facebook, shows that 52%
of ad impressions shown after using our system were more
targeted compared to the 30% relevant impressions generated without using our system. A second smaller study suggests that profile ads that are based on user activity generate
more interest than ads solely based on profile information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems]:

General Terms
Computational Advertising, Social Networks

Keywords
User activity, Intents, Off-topic content, Monetization

1.

INTRODUCTION

Current advertising approaches to monetizing user content on social networks are profile-based contextual advertisements, demographic-based ads or a combination of the
two. Content-based or contextual ads [4] are generated by
automatically finding relevant keywords on a network page
and displaying ads based on those keywords. Demographicbased ads target an individual by age, gender and location
information. Content-based ad delivery was made popular
on the Web where ads matched content that a user was
viewing on a web page. Not surprisingly, this model was
a good contender for social networking sites (SNSs) where
ads need to be highly targeted to the content in order to
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trump the value of networking. However, the utility of admodels proposed to date on SNSs is not yet apparent to its
members.
Besides issues of trust, privacy and scattered user attention on SNSs, the content that is being exploited for ad
generation is also an important point of concern. Contentbased advertising (CBA) on SNSs uses information on member profiles such as interests and activities for delivering
ads. While profile information might be useful for launching
product campaigns and micro-targeting customers, it does
not necessarily contain current user interests or purchase intents. Ads generated from such content are inherently less
relevant to a user. Over time, this leads to a scenario where
ad campaigns see several ad impressions but very few clickthroughs.
In this work, we argue that in addition to using profile
information, ad programs should generate profile ads (ads
shown on a user profile) from user activity on public venues
on SNSs. With the growing popularity of online social networks, members are extensively using public venues like forums, marketplaces and groups to seek opinions from peers,
write about things they bought, offering advice and so on.
Intents expressed on these venues are often times representative of a user’s current needs and in several cases, monetizable. Content from public forums is also less likely to be a
target of privacy concerns, given that posted content is not
personal information and is already available to everyone
outside the poster’s network.
Monetization of such user content however, is possible
only when ads directly cater to a user’s expressed needs.
This entails understanding what the user is talking about
(extracting key words and phrases) and what the intents
behind his post are (looking for a product vs. sharing an
opinion). The following three content characteristics that
are widespread on SNSs give an indication of the challenges
in monetizing user activity.

Content Characteristics
(A) A characteristic of communities, both online and offline, is the shared understanding and context they operate
on. Use of slangs and variations of entity names, such as
puters for computers and Skik3 for the product Sidekick3
are commonplace. Not being able to spot such keywords in
posts will mean fewer matched ad impressions.
(B) Due to the interactional nature of social networking
platforms, when users share information, they are typically
sharing an experience or event. The main message is over-

Identifying monetizable posts is an important problem
toward generating profile ads that users are more likely to
click. In this work, we define a user activity to be monetizable only if it contains explicit monetizable user intents,
such as transactional or information seeking intents.

ity are more likely to receive attention and clickthroughs
compared to ads based solely on profile information and (b)
eliminating off-topic noise in user activity will generate more
targeted ads than using the content as is. We conducted two
user studies using recent activity from social networks and
with users who are active members of social networking sites.
Our first study measures the effectiveness of our contentanalysis system in eliminating noisy content and generating
more targeted ads. 30 users evaluating a total of 57 posts
were shown ads generated for posts with and without using
our system. 52% of ads generated after using our system
were deemed more targeted to the post, compared to the
30% of ads generated without using our system that were
considered relevant.
The second smaller scale user study measures the interest
generated by ads from user activity vs. ads from member
profile pages. A group of 15 users who agreed to submit their
social network profile information were also asked to write
a few lines on a product they intended to buy in the near
future. Posts were processed by our system and ads were
generated for both the profile and submitted posts. Users
were shown these ads as if they appeared on their social network profile page and asked to select ads that caught their
attention. Overall, 51% of ads generated from user posts
and 7% of ads generated from profile information caught
user’s interest.
For our experiments, we used Google AdSense [3] to generate content-based ads. To the best of our knowledge, AdSense is the only ad program that allows members to place
a script against content they want to display ads for. Results from both experiments are preliminary because of small
sample sizes, but are strongly indicative of the potential and
feasibility in exploiting user activity for profile ad generation. In the next few sections, we describe components of
our system. Section 5 describes our experiment set up, user
study design and discusses findings. Section 6 draws conclusions and discusses future work.

Contributions

2.

We present a content analysis system that (a) identifies monetizable user activity or posts for profile ad generation and
(b) eliminates off-topic noise in these user posts, so only the
most relevant keywords are used for generating ads.
There are three main components to our system, shown
in Figure 1. The first component crawls, cleans and ingests user posts from SNSs. The second component assesses
the monetization potential of a post by scoring monetizable
user intents. Only posts identified as monetizable in nature
are used for profile ad generation. The third component
spots keywords in a monetizable user post, compensates for
misspellings and named entity variations and eliminates offtopic content. The result set of most relevant keywords is
finally provided to ad programs for ad generation.
All components in our system are built using domain independent techniques and commercially available resources.
Techniques are easily reproducible and content from any domain can be processed with no additional effort. All training and test data are obtained from recent user activity on
MySpace and Facebook.

Experiments and Evaluation

The first component is responsible for crawling user posts
from social network pages. Some of the public venues for
self-expression on MySpace include Groups and Forums where
members share opinions and seek information, Blogs, Classifieds where members place buy/sell ads etc. Facebook has
a Marketplace similar to MySpace Classifieds and Groups
similar to MySpace Groups. All data used in this work was
crawled from venues with transactional intents - three MySpace forums and two Facebook Marketplace forums. Table 1
shows statistics of data collected.
Implemented using Java’s URL and regular expression
packages, a fetcher gathers pages while a parser extracts
user posts, timestamps and the category a post was crawled
from (e.g., Electronics forum). User ids are not crawled for
privacy reasons. Crawled user posts include a title and a
post thread. A title for a post is mandatory, and a thread is
comprised of a first post and optional replies. In the rest of
this paper, we use the term post to refer to any single post
and a post thread to refer to posts and replies in a thread.
Crawled posts are ingested into a MySQL database after
stripping html tags and removing any images or advertisements found on the page.

Barring trust and privacy issues, the goal of our experiments
is to show that (a) ads generated from monetizable activ-

3.

Figure 1: System Component Architecture
loaded with information that is off-topic for the task of advertising. Consider this post from the Computers forum
on MySpace. Not eliminating noisy keywords like ‘Merrill
Lynch’ and ‘food poisoning’ will potentially result in ads
unrelated to the post.
Topic : I NEED HELP WITH SONY VEGAS PRO 8!! Post : Ugh
and i have a video project due tomorrow for merrill
lynch :(( all i need to do is simple: Extract several
scenes from a clip, insert captions, transitions and
thats it. really. omgg i cant figure out anything!!
help!! and i got food poisoning from eggs. its not
fun. Pleasssse, help? :(

(C) Users scribe on SNSs with different intentions. Post 1
below from a group on Facebook shows a clear transactional
intent, while Reply 1 and Post 2 share an opinion.
Topic 1: iTouch Post 1: i am looking for a 16 or 32 GB
iTouch. hoping to get it cheaper then what apple sells
it for.
Reply 1: try ebay or maketplace
Topic 2: The new mac air Post 2: yh its pretty good...
very convinient to use once you have the softwares put
in because it doesnt come with a lot of things eg
Microsoft office and all..

CRAWLING, INGESTING USER POSTS

IDENTIFYING MONETIZABLE INTENTS

Table 1: Crawl Statistics
Venue on SNS
MySpace Training data Crawled July 18, 2008
MySpace Computers Forum
MySpace Electronics Forum
MySpace Gadgets Forum
MySpace Test data Crawled May 23, 2008
MySpace Electronics Forum
Facebook Test data Crawled Oct 8, 2008
Electronics ‘To Buy’ Marketplace
Electronics ‘To Sell’ Marketplace

No. Posts
8000
2000
2000

Bootstrapping Intent Patterns

Table 2: Bootstrapping Algorithm Steps
Pc initialized using patterns that extract W̄
Extract and score information seeking patterns
Add winning patterns to Pis ; losing patterns to T̄
Score words and add winning words to word pool W̄
Go to step 0

100
120
540

Our system finds the monetization potential of a crawled
user post by identifying user intents that are monetizable.
Perhaps, the most closely aligned work to ours is the identification of user intents‘ in web search queries [12]. They classified search intents as being navigational (locate a webpage),
transactional (obtain a product) or informational (locate a
website covering a topic) in nature. They implemented a
classifier that used a dictionary of company, product names
etc., and manually derived characteristics of intent types
and acheived 74% accuracy in classifying search intents.
Our approach to identify intents behind user posts is slightly
different. Examining posts from MySpace and Facebook, we
found that user intents behind posts classify under information sharing, information seeking and transactional intents
or a combination of the three:
A. Information Seeking: The intent of information seeking is to solicit responses concerning a question that addresses the information needs of the user. The query can be
one asking for information toward the end goal of comparisons, transactions, locating a webpage, etc.
B. Information Sharing: The intent of information sharing is to inform. Users are typically sharing information or
opinion about a product, an experience, promotions etc.
C. Transactional: The intent of transactional posts is to
express an explicit buy, sell or trade intents. The goal is to
seek responses that will provide cues leading to an offline
(outside-network) transaction.
We also observed that unlike web search, the use of certain
entity types does not accurately classify a post’s intents. For
example, the presence of a company name does not immediately imply navigational or transactional intents. In these
excerpts from user posts, the same product X occurs in all
three intents - ‘i am thinking of getting X’ (transactional);
‘i like my new X’ (information sharing); and ‘what do you
think about X’ (information seeking). We believe that “action patterns” - those surrounding entity X, are better predictors of intent types for this data than the entity itself.
Our work attempts to identify only the information seeking and transactional intents. These cover monetizable posts
where users are looking for information that advertisers can
exploit. The approach we take for identifying monetizable
intents comprises of two steps. First, we identify information seeking “action patterns” using a bootstrapping algorithm that begins with a set of seed information seeking
patterns and learns new patterns from a training corpus of
8000 MySpace user posts. In the second step, the learnt
patterns along with transaction words from a dictionary are
used to identify the monetization potential of a test post.
Here, we describe the two steps.

3.1

0
1
2
3
4

An overview of our algorithm for bootstrapping intent
patterns is shown in Table 2. The algorithm was motivated
in part by [18] where the goal was to learn new lexicon entries (e.g., place, people, organization names) using extraction patterns. The goal of our algorithm is to learn patterns
in text that are indicative of information seeking intents.
First, we define the inputs to the algorithm.

3.1.1

Preliminaries and Inputs to the Algorithm

A pattern in our work is a 4-gram word pattern that is indicative of an information seeking intent 1 . One can think of
these 4-gram patterns as asking questions of something, to
someone. We care more about how the questions are asked
(“action patterns”) as opposed to topic words that indicate
what the question is about. In the post, “Where can I find a
chotto psp cam”, we are interested in the ‘where can I find’
pattern rather than the ‘find a chotto psp cam’ pattern. Inputs to the algorithm are the following:
* Initially, all 4-gram patterns are extracted from the training set of 8000 MySpace user posts using an implementation of the Bayardo pruning method [15] and ordered by
frequency. Patterns with frequency ≥ 3 are placed in a universal pattern pool Pu .
* A list of 5 seed wh-question words (why, when, where, how
and what) are placed in a word pool W̄.
* Using seed words, all 4-gram patterns that extract these
seed words (i.e. contain seed words) are selected, sorted by
frequency and placed in a candidate pattern pool Pc .
* Top 10 seed patterns in Pc are manually verified for intents
and added to a information seeking pattern pool Pis . The
only condition we place is that every seed word get a representation in the pool Pis . Table 3 shows examples of seed
patterns in Pis . The goal of the algorithm is to expand the
pool Pis by finding new information seeking intent patterns.

LIWC and Functional Properties of Words
The algorithm also uses a subset of the Linguistic Inquiry
Word Count dictionary (LIWC)[5] to selectively extract and
score new patterns. The LIWC is a dictionary and a text
analysis program initially designed to identify words that
tapped emotional and cognitive dimensions. The recent,
considerably expanded version of LIWC captures over 86
percent of the words used in writing and speech with 4,500
words and word stems, and approximately 80 categories including linguistic dimensions, words tapping psychological
constructs (affect, cognition), personal concern categories
(work, home), paralinguistic and punctuation dimensions
(assents, fillers, commas).
In this work we use words from three LIWC categories
- cognitive mechanical (e.g., if, whether, wondering, find),
adverbs (e.g., how, somehow, where) and impersonal pronouns (e.g., someone, anybody, whichever). We find that
these three word types occur frequently in information seek1
3-grams were ambiguous while 5-grams were redundant in
the amount of information we wished to capture

ing patterns when people are discussing a thought process,
as in, ’I am thinking about getting X’ or asking others
for information, as in, ’Someone tell me where can I find
X’. The bootstrapping algorithm uses rules over these three
word types to gradually expand the pattern pool Pis .

3.1.2

Bootstrapping Algorithm

Our bootstrapping algorithm has 5 steps shown in Table 2. The algorithm is initiated by the seed word pool
W̄, candidate patterns Pc and seed patterns in Pis . Next,
it extracts new patterns and measures how likely they are
to be information seeking in nature. Winning patterns are
added to Pis . Words that extract new patterns are scored in
the next step and added to W̄. The bootstrapping algorithm
continues using the newly added patterns and words.
1. Extracting and scoring patterns: The first step
in the algorithm is to extract new information seeking patterns. The algorithm begins by considering every pattern
ρis from the seed pattern pool Pis and generates a set of
patterns such that, every word in ρis is replaced by a wildcard. Table 3 shows wildcard patterns for the pattern ρis =
‘does anyone know how’. These patterns are used to search
the pattern pools Pc and Pu to extract matching patterns.
The pattern ‘does anyone know .*’, for example, matches
‘does anyone know you’, ‘does anyone know whether’ etc.
We will call the new matched pattern ρm ; the word in
ρis that was replaced by the wildcard as the substitution
word and the word taking its place in the new pattern ρm
as the replacement word r. In the pattern ‘does anyone
know .*’; how is the substitution word, and whether is the
replacement word from the new pattern ρm = ‘does anyone
know whether’. The next step is to score the newly extracted
patterns. The information seeking tendency of the new pattern ρm is calculated with respect to the new replacement
word r, using rules that operate over two scores:
f unctr
supportr = Nr
|P̄ |

the functional compatibility between the
substitution and replacement word
the percentage of information seeking patterns in Pis extracted by r

where Nr is the number of patterns in Pis that the replacement word r extracts and |P̄ | is the size of the pattern
pool Pis .
* f unctr = 1 if the substitution word and replacement word
r belong to the same functional class in LIWC (cognitive
mechanical, adverb or impersonal pronoun class)
* f unctr = −1 either when the two words have different
functional usages or if the functional usage of r is undetermined (does not belong to the three LIWC word categories)
* f unctr is ignored if the functional usage of the substitution word is undetermined.2 The intuition behind using the
functional properties of words is to gradually expand the
pattern pool with words that are used in similar contexts.
The rules that operate over these scores to assess the information seeking nature of the pattern ρm are the following:
* If f unctr == −1, the pattern ρm is discarded to trash
pool T̄ and removed from the pool it was extracted from.
An example of this is ‘does anyone know you’ that matched
‘does anyone know .*’ with how as the substitution word
* If f unctr == 1, the pattern is considered for the next rule
2

Bullets 5,7 in Table 3 show f unctr , supportr calculations

Table 3: Extracting and Scoring New Patterns
1. Pis = {‘does anyone know how’, ‘where do i find’, ‘someone
tell me where’}
2. ρis = ‘does anyone know how’
3. Wildcard patterns = {‘.* anyone know how’, does .* know
how’, ‘does anyone .* how’ and ‘does anyone know .*’}
4. Pattern under focus = ‘.* anyone know how’; no matching
patterns found
5. Pattern under focus = ‘does .* know how’; substitution
word = ‘anyone’
Matched pattern = ‘does someone know how’; replacement word
r = ‘someone’
Impersonal pronoun functional compatibility between ‘anyone’
and ‘someone’; f unctr = 1
Support for replacement word r = ‘anyone’, supportr = 1/3. ‘does
someone know how’ added to Pis
6. Pattern under focus = ‘does anyone .* how’; no matching
patterns found
7. Pattern under focus = ‘does anyone know .*’
Matched pattern = ‘does anyone know if’; r = ‘if’
Cognitive mechanical functional compatibility between ‘how’ and
if’, f unctr = 1
Support for replacement word r = ‘if’, supportr = 0. ‘does anyone
know if’ not added to Pis at this time
9. Replacement word, yet to be scored, before considering next
pattern = {‘someone’}

over supportr
* If supportr == 0, i.e. no patterns in Pis are extracted by
the replacement word r, the pattern ρm is left in the pool.
Because the algorithm starts with a conservative seed of only
10 patterns, it is likely that the replacement word does not
yet, but might extract patterns in future iterations.
* If supportr ≥ 0.25 (r extracts atleast 25% of the patterns
in Pis ), ρm is considered information seeking in nature and
added to Pis .
Over iterations, single-word subtitutions and functional
usage considerations conservatively expand the pattern pool
Pis . Table 3 shows part of the extraction and scoring process
using a sample pool Pis of three patterns, two new extracted
and scored patterns, one of which is added to Pis and the
other rejected during the first pass.
2. Scoring replacement words: At the end of the first
iteration, the algorithm has considered all 10 seed patterns
in Pis , extracted, scored and added new patterns to Pis ,
discarded some patterns and found candidate (replacement)
words to add in the word pool. At this stage, we consider
if any of the replacement words have a tendency to extract
more information seeking patterns in subsequent steps, i.e.,
can they be added to W̄? All replacement words are ordered
by their supportr score (percentage of information seeking
patterns they extract) and the top one word that extracts
atleast 50% of the patterns is added to the word pool W̄. We
use a higher threshold here as words are weaker indicators
of intents than patterns and adding an incorrect word to W̄
can add potentially false information seeking patterns to Pc .
The bootstrapping process continues with new words in W̄
extracting new patterns in Pc (step 0). In step 1, we reiterate through all patterns in Pis even if they had been
considered in previous iterations. We do this so patterns
that were missed in previous steps due to low supportr scores
can be re-considered given the new patterns in the current
iteration.

Table 4: Sample Bootstrapped Information Seeking Patterns
Seed words W̄ = {how, where, when, what, why }
Seed patterns Pis = does anyone know how, anyone know how to, i dont know what, tell me how to, anyone know where i,
does anyone know what, anyone know when the, anybody know how to , what do i do, do you know where
Sample extracted patterns, erroneous patterns shown in italics
i do not want
know where i can
i dont know how
was wondering if someone anyone know how i
im not sure what
someone tell me how
does anyone know why i was wondering how
does anyone know when
tell me what to
and i dont know
i was wondering what
no idea how to
anyone know why this
Information Seeking and Transactional Intent Scores for sample posts
Title: Blackberry CurvePost: I want a Blackberry Curve for T-Mobile or ATnT and I am willing to pay 200 TODAY
Information Seeking Intent Score: 0.18 Transactional Intent Score: 0.041
Title: iPod Touch 16gb NIB Post: new in box iPod Touch 16gig model.
Information Seeking Intent Score: 0 Transactional Intent Score: 0

Infusing new patterns: At a certain point, the algorithm
has considered all patterns in Pis and has found no new
patterns or replacement words. To prevent the algorithm
from stagnating, we infuse new patterns from the candidate
pattern pool Pc to the information seeking pool Pis . Pc
also has patterns like ‘what I meant is’, that contain seed
words but no information seeking intents. It is important
that we pick patterns that have a high likelihood of being
information seeking in nature to avoid extracting erroneous
patterns in subsequent steps.
Let us call the pattern that is being infused into Pis ρ. To
assess the information seeking strength of ρ, we use rules
similar to those defined for replacement words and calculate
two scores f unctw and supportw for every word w in pattern
ρ. If w is in one of the LIWC categories, f unctw = 1; else
f unctw = −1. If f unctw == 1, we calculate supportw ,
which is the percentage of information seeking patterns in
Pis extracted by w. If there are atleast two words in ρ (other
than the seed word) whose f unctw == 1 and supportw ≥
.25, ρ is considered highly likely to be an information seeking
pattern. For all such patterns, we calculate scoreρ , reflective
of the pattern’s information seeking intents in terms of its
words:
scoreρ =

1 X
supportwi such that f unctw == 1 and
3 w ∈ρ
w 6∈ W̄
i

where, 13 normalizes the score across the three other words
in the 4 gram pattern ρ. The top one pattern with the highest scoreρ is infused into Pis and the algorithm continues.
The algorithm terminates when all the three following
conditions hold: No new words are added to W̄, no new
information seeking patterns are added to Pis and there are
no more patterns to infuse from Pc . The final list of patterns in Pis is evaluated by a human. Using our corpus of
8000 MySpace user posts, 3608 4-gram patterns that occured atleast three times in the corpus, five seed words and
ten seed patterns shown in Table 4, the algorithm extracted
a total of 309 unique new patterns. Of these 263 were evaluated as accurate information seeking patterns and the rest
discarded, for an accuracy of 85%. Table 4 shows a sample
of extracted patterns. In the next few sections, we use the
extracted patterns to identify the monetization potential of
user posts from Facebook.

3.2

Identifying Monetizable Posts

The bootstrap algorithm generates patterns Pis offline.
During the run-time processing of a crawled post, our sys-

tem uses Pis and a LIWC ‘Money’ dictionary to measure
the transactional intent behind a post3 . We deem a post
to be monetizable only if both its information seeking and
transactional intent scores are > 0.
Calculating information seeking intent score: The algorithm uses a sliding window technique over a post to extract a window of 4 words and compares it with every extracted pattern ρis in Pis . Using regular expression patterns
and preserving word order, the algorithm counts the number
of words in the post window that match a pattern ρis . If all
4 words in the post window and the pattern match in order,
the information seeking intent score of the pattern is incremented by 1. If atleast 2 words match in order, the score is
incremented by number of word matches / 4. The final score
is normalized over the total number of 4-gram patterns in
the post to normalize for posts of varying lengths.
Calculating Transactional intent score: Transactional
intents are those where users express explicit buy, sell or
trade intents. The transactional intent score of a post is
measured using the number of words in a post that match
entries in the ‘Money’ dictionary using regular expression
patterns. For every word that matches, the score is incrememented by 1. The final score is normalized over the total
number of words in the post.
Table 4 shows sample information seeking and transactional intent scores for test posts.

3.2.1

Benchmarking against Facebook Marketplace

We measure the efficacy of our intent identification component using test posts from Facebook Marketplace where
intents behind user posts are pre-classified. We use 120 posts
from the ‘To Buy’ and 540 posts from the ‘To Sell’ Electronics Markerplace as test data. All posts in the ‘To Buy’ set
had information seeking and transactional intents, i.e. both
the intent scores were > 0. Posts in the ‘To Sell’ tickets
had information sharing and possible transactional intents,
i.e. their information seeking intent score was 0 and transactional intent score ≥ 0. Precision and Recall for the two
sets were calculated as follows:
Recall: Of all posts that are characterized by information
seeking and transactional intent scores > 0, how many did
our algorithm identify.
Precision: Of all the posts that received a information seeking score == 0 and transactional intent score ≥ 0 by our
algorithm, how many did indeed have those scores.
The algorithm obtained 83% recall on the ‘To Buy’ posts
3
This category has 173 words and word forms indicative of
transactions, e.g., trade, deal, buy, sell, worth, price etc.

Table 5: Spotted keywords
Post: how much do u think a polariod electric eye costs?
Keywords after Round1: electric eye
Variant, Transliteration: polariod, polaroid
Final Keywords after Round2: electric eye, polaroid
and 74% precision on the ‘To Sell’ posts. We manually inspected false positives and found candidate 4-gram patterns
in phrases like, ‘I am looking for someone to pick it up’.
Separating buy vs. sell words in our transactional intent
algorithm might provide some insight into the context surrounding an information seeking pattern and improve our
precision numbers. The downside of identifying a false positive post is that contents of the post will be used to generate
ad impressions that might not receive attention or clicks.

4.

KEYWORDS FOR ADVERTISING

Monetizable user posts are passed through the second
component of our content-analysis system that identifies relevant keywords in a user authored post. We look to adressing two prevelant charactertistics of content on social networking sites (a) mispellings, slangs and variations of entity
names and (b) eliminating off-topic noise in user posts. The
goal is to supply only the most relevant keywords to ad
programs. Our experiments show that such processing of
content generates more targeted ads than those generated
using the content as is. The are two parts to this component:
spotting keywords and then eliminating off-topic noise.

4.1

Extracting Keywords

The task of this component is to extract key words and
phrases (henceforth referred to as keywords) from an ingested user post. There has been a plethora of work on
extracting keywords from text [11, 19]. A recent work [17]
showed that traditional tf-idf features along with the distribution of words in a query log are most useful features in
identifying keywords for advertising on Web pages. Work
in [14] identifies keywords in broadcast content for advertising used language patterns and frequency-based methods to
extract keywords.
Keyword extraction however, is not a contribution of our
work. This component is a placeholder that can be replaced
by any keyword extraction algorithm. In this work, we resort to using an off-the-shelf extractor that satisfied the following conditions. We wanted an extractor that preferably
used a dictionary of terms since most keywords in monetizable posts are company and product types, names and
so on. However, it was also important that the extractor
was domain-independent in nature, as posts on SNSs cover
varied topics. Natural language based solutions were not
attractive options given the fragmented nature of content.
The only tool that satisfied all our conditions was the Yahoo
Term Extractor (YTE)[9], a freely available keyword extraction service built over Yahoo’s search API. The tool takes
as input a text snippet and returns key words and phrases
in the text.
Since the YTE uses an index built off the Web, we expected a high precision and recall in spotting keywords. To
test YTE’s efficacy on user posts, we hand marked keywords
in 100 posts from MySpace using two human annotators.
With an inter-annotator agreement of 0.59, YTE’s recall in
spotting keywords was as low as 52% and precision was 71%.

Table 6: Spotting Keywords - Performance
No. of words in G
90051
Precision, Recall of Round 1 :
71% , 52%
Precision, Recall of Round 2 :
68.4% , 75%
A closer look revealed that low recall resulted from YTE’s
failure to spot keywords in ill-formed, fragmented sentences,
or when the keywords are mispelled, or are variations not
frequent on the Web. This is a common drawback of techniques that rely on word frequencies alone. To compensate
for this, we built a simple edit-distance based keyword spotter over the YTE.
Round 1. The first round of the algorithm uses only the
YTE to spot keywords. As the algorithm processes every
post in the dataset, it saves every spotted unique keyword
in a global dictionary G. We build G using the 12000 training posts crawled from MySpace(see Table 1).
Round 2. Using a basic window-based spotting technique
backed by the global dictionary G, the second round goes
through every post again and spots keywords missed in the
first round. Similar window and dictionary based information extraction techniques have been used in the past with
fairly reasonable success [16]. We call the keywords missed
in the first round variants, for variations of keywords. The
goal of the algorithm is to spot a variant in a post and also
record its transliteration which is the commonly occuring
form of the word which was spotted in Round 1 and is in G;
e.g. computer for cmputr.
The algorithm tries to find variants of every keyword gi
in G. Using a sliding window of length equal to the number
of words in gi , it extracts a window of words from the post.
The Levenshtein string similarity is computed between the
window of words and gi [6]. If this score is ≥= 0.85, the algorithm treats the window of words as a variant and records
the transliteration gi as the keyword spotted for that post
(see Table 5).
Recall and precision numbers for both rounds using the
100 manually annotated posts are shown in Table 6. Recall is defined as the fraction of keywords marked by both
annotators that were spotted by the system. Precision is
the fraction of keywords spotted by the system that were
also marked as keywords by both the annotators. False positives in Round 2 are rare because spotting uses high string
similarity thresholds and is built on top of a dictionary G
that has high precision spots from YTE. Recall improved
by the second round is directly proportional to the size of
the domain-independent dictionary G. Results are satisfactory considering the recall increased by 23% to and precision
reduced only by 2.6%.

4.2

Eliminating Off-Topic Content

Once keywords in a post have been spotted, the next step
is to identify and eliminate off-topic content. This is an important contribution of our work in delivering targeted ads,
given the frequent off-topic noise found in user-generated
content(see Section 1.1(B)). Here, we present an unsupervised, domain-independent clustering algorithm that uses
counts from the Web, to seperate informative and non-informative
keywords in a post.
The clustering algorithm is based on principles of information theory. The basic idea is to use the title of a user post,
which is mandatory, has a word limit and is typically repre-

Table 7: Eliminating Off-topic Content
1. Post Title: camcorder C1: [‘camcorder’]
2. Main Post: yeah i know this a bit off topic but the other electronics forum is dead right now. im looking for a good camcorder,
something not to large that can record in full HD only ones so far that ive seen are sonys
Reply: Canon HV20. Great little camera under $1000.
C2: [‘electronics forum’, ‘hd’, ‘camcorder’, ‘somethin’, ‘canon’, ‘little camera’, ‘canon hv20’, ‘cameras’, ‘off topic’]
3. IC(C1, k )δ scores ofC1and C2 keywords:
[‘camcorder’, ‘canon’]
: 0.0001515
[‘camcorder’, ‘canon hv20’] : 0.00001135
[‘camcorder’, ‘cameras’]
: 0.00009694
[‘camcorder’, ‘somethin’]
: -0.000000001298
[‘camcorder’, ‘hd’]
: 0.000079658 [‘camcorder’, ‘off topic’]
: -0.0000000197
[‘camcorder’, ‘little camera’]: 0.0000290
[‘camcorder’, ‘electronics forum’]: -0.00000006713
4. Eliminated Keywords: [‘somethin’, ‘off topic’, ‘electronics forum’]
5. Final C1 using maximally constrained contexts: [‘camcorder’, ‘canon hv20’, ‘little camera’, ‘hd’, ‘cameras’, ‘canon’]
6. Final C1 using minimally constrained contexts: [‘camcorder’, ‘canon’, ‘cameras’]

sentative of the post’s content for finding relevant keywords
in the post. The algorithm starts by placing all keywords
spotted in the title in a cluster C1 and all keywords spotted in a post thread (main post and replies) in a cluster
C24 . The clustering algorithm evaluates every keyword in
C2 and calculates its association strengths with keywords in
C1, i.e., it measures how strongly related words in the post
are to words in the title. Association measures and context
scopes are used to pick keywords from C2 to add to C1.
At the end of the algorithm, all keywords in C2 have been
considered and C1 has all informative, non-noisy keywords
in the post to be used by Ad programs. First, we cover
relevant information theory preliminaries.

Preliminaries
Mutual Information (MI) models the dependency between
two random variables and is widely used in natural language processing to discover the association strength between words [10]. We measure the association between title
and post keywords using MI. The formal definition of MI
between two random variables Wi ∈ V and Wj ∈ V is,
 p(w , w ) 
X
i
j
I(Wi , Wj ) =
p(wi , wj ) log
p(w
i )p(wj )
w ,w ∈V
i

j

where V is a vocabulary of words and p(Wi Wj ) is the joint
probability of Wi and Wj . The MI between two particular
words wi and wj is therefore a point-wise realization of Wi
and Wj and can be computed as
I(wi , wj )

p(wi , wj )
p(wi )p(wj )
p(wj |wi )
= p(wi )p(wj |wi ) log
p(wj )
= p(wi , wj ) log

(1)

where p(wj |wi ) is the conditional probability of the word wj
given the word wi . Standard definition for point-wise mutual information ignores the joint probabilty term, p(wi , wj ),
appearing before the log likelihood ratio. We keep this term
to ensure the consistency of equation (4).
p(wj |wi ) is the probability of wj co-located (either preceeding or following) with word wi within a window. Unlike
the standard bi-gram used in language modeling that requires that words occur in a sequence, we are interested only
in association strengths between words and can ignore word
order. Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are

calculated as
p(wi )

Using keywords from the entire thread provides more context for eliminating noise

n(wi )
n(wi , wj )
; p(wj |wi ) =
N
n(wi )

(2)

where n(wi ) is the count of word wi on the Web; n(wi , wj )
is the co-occurrence count of words wi and wj ; N is the
number of tokens available on the Web5
Frequency estimates of word and co-occuring word pairs
are obtained by querying AltaVista and approximating number of pages a word occurs in for the number of times it
occurs. We used AltaVista for its NEAR operator [2] to
obtain co-occurence counts for word pairs. The NEAR operator constrains search to documents that contain the two
words within ten words of one another, in either order. The
entire process of obtaining counts was automated using a
script that generates search terms for all words and word
pairs in C1 ∪ C2 for all posts and issues an Altavista query
for each search term. We used a polite wait time of five
seconds between queries and save counts in a map Counts.
Plugging (2) into (1), we have the MI between two words
as,
 n(w , w )N 
n(wi , wj )
i
j
log
(3)
I(wi , wj ) =
N
n(wi )n(wj )
From the formula above, one can see that this measure is
symmetric, i.e., I(wi , wj ) = I(wj , wi ) for two co-occuring
words wi and wj . Here and elsewhere, when n(wi , wj ) = 0,
their mutual information then is zero.
The title cluster C1 is expanded gradually to include relevant keywords from the post cluster C2. To decide which
keyword to pick from C2 to add to C1, we use the concept
of mutual information (MI) and information content (IC) of
a cluster. The MI of cluster C1, I(C1), is defined as the sum
of pairwise mutual information of words within the cluster,
X
I(C1) =
I(wi , wj )
(4)
wi ,wj ∈C1,i6=j

The information content (IC) of a cluster C1 is the average of
the pairwise mutual information of words within the cluster
or the cohesiveness of a word cluster.
IC(C1) = 

5

4

=

1
 I(C1)
|C1|
2

(5)

Due to lack of recent statistics, we use N=70 billion calculated for AltaVista in 2003[13]; a conservative estimate for
this work.

where |C1|

 denotes the cardinality of the cluster C1 and
|C1|
is the number of word pairs in the cluster C1.
2
This normalizes for clusters of different sizes. As the algorithm expands C1, IC(C1) is computed before and after
adding a keyword from C2 to C1. The change in IC(C1) is
measured as,
IC(C1, k )δ = IC(C1, k ) − IC(C1)

(6)

where IC(C1, k ) is the information content of C1 after adding
keyword k from C2. IC(C1, k )δ is positive when k is strongly
associated with words in C1 and negative when k is unrelated to words in C1.
The IC score of a new cluster (after adding a keyword)
is also indicative of the relative strength of the co-occurence
relationships between the words in the cluster. A keyword
k that has a high association strength with words in C1 and
therefore higher IC(C1, k )δ scores tends to occur in minimally constrained or generic contexts with the other words.
Otherwise stated, a keyword occuring in very general contexts with words in C1 will increase IC(C1) relatively more
than a keyword that occurs in narower, specific contexts.
For example, if C1 has the keyword [‘speakers’]; the keyword
‘beep’ that occurs in maximally constrained or specific contexts of malfunctioning ‘speakers’ has relatively lower association strengths with C1 compared to a keyword ‘logitech’
that occurs in minimally constrained or wider contexts with
‘speakers’. The clustering algorithm uses this relationship
between change in information content of C1 and context to
pick keywords from C2 to add to C1.

4.3

Generating Informative Keyword Clusters

We use a running example shown in Table 7 to explain
the clustering algorithm. Inputs to the algorithm are cluster C1, which initially has all keywords spotted in the title,
cluster C2 that has keywords from the post thread and the
map of word and word pair frequencies, Counts. The only
assumption we make is that all keywords in C1 are informative to the topic at hand.The first iteration of the algorithm
measures the change in IC(C1) when keywords ki from C2
are added to it. Using Eqn. (7),
IC(C1, ki )δ = IC(C1, ki ) − IC(C1)∀ki ∈ C2
Bullet 3, Table 7 shows the computed IC(C1, ki )δ scores
for all words in C2. At this time, the algorithm also eliminates keywords ki that resulted in a negative IC(C1, ki )δ
score(see Bullet 4). This step is performed only at the first
iteration when C1 has only title keywords. The intuition is
that if post keywords are unrelated to the informative title
keywords, they will not contribute to the subsequent steps,
given that the algorithm gradually builds the title keyword
cluster.
Next, the algorithm greedily adds the keyword ki that
occurs in maximally constrained or specific contexts with
words in C1, i.e., has the lowest, but positive IC(C1, k )δ
score. This keyword is added to C1 and removed from C2.
The algorithm proceeds to consider the remaining words in
C2, greedily adding keywords that have the lowest IC(C1, k )δ
scores at every step. The algorithm terminates when it has
either evaluated all keywords in C2 or when no more keywords result in positive IC(C1, k )δ scores, i.e., no more keywords in C2 are strongly associated with those in C1.

Bullet 3 and 4 in Table 7 show the first iteration of the algorithm, where some keywords are eliminated and ‘canon hv
20’ with the lowest, positive IC(C1, k )δ score is first added
to C1. Bullet 5 shows the result informative cluster C1 obtained using this greedy strategy.
An alternate strategy was to greedily add the keyword ki
that occured in minimally constrained or generic contexts
with words in C1. Bullet 6 shows the resulting cluster C1
using this strategy. As one can see, the former strategy has
the tendency of adding specific to general keywords while
the latter picks the most general keyword first and runs out
of keywords that add to the information content of C1. Our
system uses the first strategy in expanding the informative cluster so we have as many related, specific keywords in
the pool for targeted advertising.
Drawbacks of the Algorithm: An important drawback
of this algorithm is the fundamental assumption that title
keywords in C1 are informative in nature. When this is not
the case, results of our algorithm are poor. Also, when no
keywords are spotted in the title, we fall back on category
level information for a post; e.g., the name of the forum it
was crawled from. However, these tend to be broad topic
words, such as ‘Electrnics’ or ‘Computers’ and do not selectively pick informative keywords from the post. A possible
solution to deal with an empty title cluster is to use frequency based techniques to pick a possible informative word
from the post.

5.

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

The two hypotheses guiding our work were (a) user activity outside his/her profile is more representative of a user’s
current interests and monetizable and (b) eliminating offtopic noise in user activity will generate more targeted ads
than using the content as is. We conducted two experiments
to validate our hypotheses. The first tests hypothesis (b) by
measuring the effectiveness of our content-analysis system in
generating more targeted ads. The second experiment seeks
to validate hypothesis (a) by measuring how often users pick
ads generated from their profile vs. those generated from
their posts.
Recruiting Participants: We recruited users by setting
up a comic that explained the problem we were trying to
address and the experiments they could participate in (see
[8]). The registration site was open for a week, at the end
of which, 36 and 21 users signed up for the first and second
experiment respectively. All participants are current members and frequent users of social network sites, MySpace,
Facebook or Orkut.

5.1

Experiment 1: More Targeted Ads

In our first experiment, we measured the effectiveness of
our keyword spotting and noise removal component in generating more targeted ads.

Data and User Study Design
Data for this experiment was chosen from 100 test posts
from MySpace Electronics forum and 120 test posts from
Facebook’s Electronics ‘To buy’ Marketplace (see Table 1).
All 220 posts were first processed by our intent identification
component. Posts that received positive information seeking
and transactional intent scores were subsequently processed
by our keyword spotting algorithm. At this step, we filtered

Table 8: Processed content, more targeted Ads
A. Using post as is
Number of ad impressions
Number of Ads Picked as relevant to post
% of Ads picked as relevant
A. Using keywords returned by our system
Number of ad impressions
Number of Ads Picked as relevant to post
% of Ads picked as relevant
B. Using post as is
Number of ad impressions
Number of Unique Ads Picked as relevant to post
% Ads picked as relevant that were also unique
B. Using keywords returned by our system
Number of ad impressions
Number of Unique Ads Picked as relevant to post
% Ads picked as relevant that were also unique

144
43
29.8%
162
85
52.47%
144
25
17.36%
162
64
39.5%

posts with less than four identified keywords in the post,
to use posts that had higher chances of containing noisy
content. We also filtered posts that had no keywords identified in the title - an assumption necessary for our clustering
algorithm. To make evaluations easier for users, we also discarded posts that were too long - more than 10 identified
keywords in the post. We ended up with 51 MySpace posts
and 16 Facebook posts that matched these conditions. Of
these, posts containing profane expressions were discarded.
Our final data set contained a total of 57 posts, 42 from
MySpace and 15 from Facebook. All 57 posts were then
processed by the cluster algorithm to extract most relevant
keywords in each post.
The 57 user posts were further divided into 10 sets, 9 sets
with 6 posts and 1 with 3 posts. Every set was evaluated by
3 randomly chosen users, for a total of 30 evaluators used
for this study. Next, two sets of ads were generated for each
of the 57 posts using Google AdSense. The first set, Adsp ,
contained ads generated from the post as is. The second
set, Adsk , contained ads generated from relevant keywords
returned by our system. Snapshots of ads for all posts were
captured on a single day and stored offline. Each post had a
maximum of 8 ads, 4 in each set. A sample snapshot showing
ads generated for a post can be found here [1]. Each user
was shown a set of 6 posts one after another. Three of the 30
users evaluated only 3 posts from the last set. Along with
the posts, they were shown ads from the two sets, Adsp
and Adsk , randomly arranged with checkboxes to indicate
preferences. Users were instructed to read every post and
accompanying ads (url and text) and then click the checkbox
against the ads they thought were most relevant to the
post. They were not asked if they would have clicked the
ads. The gist of the instructions provided to the evaluators
and a sample user response can be found at [7].

Results - Generating Targeted Ads
Users responded by picking ads that they thought were relevant to the post. We aggregated reponses for the 57 posts
by counting the number of ads that users picked from each
of the sets, Adsp and Adsk . We counted only those ads
that two or more evaluators picked to ensure atleast a 50%
inter-evaluator agreement. Table 8A shows response statistics for the total number of ad impressions (ads displayed)
that a post and its keywords received and the number of
ads users picked as relevant from the two sets. As Table 8A
shows, users thought that 52% of the ad impressions shown
after processing a post, i.e. using keywords returned by our

system were relevant, compared to the 30% of relevant ads
generated without processing the post.
For several posts, however, sets Adsp and Adsk had ads in
common. A more accurate measure of user feedback is the
number of ad impressions that were deemed relevant and
were unique to each set. Table 8B shows these statistics.
According to evaluator picks, processing content using our
system led to 22% more targeted and unique ad impressions.
Taking a closer look at posts, we found that, for 54 of
the 57 posts, ad impressions generated using our contentanalysis system were just as relevant or more relevant than
ads generated using the post as is. Our system did poorly
only for 3 posts, where we found title clusters to have noninformative keywords. For 54% of the posts (31 posts), our
system generated more relevant ad impressions than what
was generated using the content as is. Table 9 shows detail statistics. Here, Pc refers to processed content and AdI
refers to ad impressions.
Table 9: Content-analysis System Performance
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc

5.2

generated
generated
generated
generated
generated
generated

just as relevant ads as using content for
1 additional relevant AdI for
twice as many relevant AdI for
three times as many relevant AdI for
four times as many relevant AdI for
1 less relevant AdI for

23 posts
12 posts
10 posts
6 posts
3 posts
3 posts

Experiment 2:Profile Ads vs. Activity Ads

Our second experiment aims to validate the hypothesis
that user activity outside of a profile generates more number of clickable ads compared to user profile information.
For this experiment we needed to use social network profile
information of users. We do not collect age, gender and location information. During the sign-up phase, a total of 21
users volunteered to share this information with us. These
users were contacted and asked to submit their profile information and write a 5 line post about a product they were
looking to buy in the near future. We also asked them to
tell us why they wanted to buy this product, with the intention of inducing noisy keywords in their posts and make
them as close to observed activity on SNSs.
This simulated user activity and submitted user profile
information were used to generate three sets of ads using
Google AdSense. The first set of ads was generated using
profile information, the second using the submitted post as
is, and the third using keywords in the post returned by
our system. Users were shown these ads (a maximum of 12
per user) as if they appeared on their social network profile
page. A user was shown ads generated only from his/her
own post and profile. Users were then asked to select those
ads that captured their interest or attention. [7] shows a
sample survey and user response.
15 of the 21 users responded to our survey. All 15 user
responses were aggregated by counting the number of ads
that users picked from each of the three sets. As Table 10B.
and C. indicate, there was overwhelming interest from users
toward activity generated ads. There was hardly any noise
in the posts written by users and therefore, not a huge difference in the number of ads picked from the second and third
sets. The lack of noise in posts is not surprising given the
student user demographic in this experiment and a medium
of expression different from a social networking site. Overall,
51% (average of 59% and 43%) of ads generated from user

Table 10: User Profile Ads vs. Activity Ads
A. Using profile information
Number of ad impressions
Number and % Ads that generated user interest
B. Using authored posts
Number of ad impressions
Number and % Ads that generated user interest
C. Using post keywords returned by our system
Number of ad impressions
Number and % Ads that generated user interest

56
4 , 7%
56
24, 43%
59
35, 59%

posts and only 7% of ads generated from profile information caught user’s attention. Since all submitted user posts
had purchase intents, we used this data to test our intent
identification component. Using the technique described in
Section 3.2, all 15 user posts obtained information seeking
and transactional intent scores > 0, with averages of 0.43
and 0.16 respectively.
The reader should note that we are not equating user ad
picks in our experiments to ad clickthroughs on social networking sites. An important factor in this study is that
user attention is always guaranteed. This is however not
the case when ads appear on social network profile pages,
where networking features take up most of a user’s attention
and time.

6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Information on user profiles has the limitation of not representing sufficient monetization intents. In this work, we
showed that user activity on public forums in SNSs are good
targets for monetization. We presented a system that enables generation of profile ads from user activity by first assessing the monetization potential of the activity and then
identifying relevant keywords for advertising.
Our first user study over 57 real world posts validated
the effectiveness of our techniques in eliminating noise and
generating highly targeted ads. Our second study, although
preliminary in terms of sample size, strongly indicates user
interest in activity based ads on their profiles. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first effort that shows the potential
and feasibility in utilizing user activity for content-based
profile ad generation.
While generating targeted ads is an essential for converting ad impressions to clickthroughs, it is not a sufficient condition. Issues such as placement of ads on already crowded
profile pages, discarding objectionable user activity [20] etc.
gain more focus with the use of such user-generated content. We are currently exploring the possibility of deploying
our system as an application on the Facebook platform to
measure the potential of this work on a larger scale.

7.
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